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Four charged with 
murder over MH17 
deadly crash
NIEUWEGEIN: International investigators
yesterday charged four people with murder
over the 2014 shooting down of flight MH17
above rebel-held eastern Ukraine in which
298 people were killed. The Dutch-led team
said it was going to prosecute Russian
nationals Igor Girkin, Sergey Dubinskiy and
Oleg Pulatov, and Ukrainian Leonid
Kharchenko over the downing of the
Malaysia Airlines plane. Relatives of the vic-
tims said they had been told the trial of the
men for murder would start in March 2020,
although they are likely to be tried in absen-
tia as Russia does not extradite its nationals
for prosecution.

Russia has vehemently denied all
involvement in the downing of MH17, while
Girkin yesterday said Ukrainian separatists
were also not implicated. “Today we will
send out international arrest warrants for
the first suspects that we will prosecute.
They will also be placed on national and
international wanted lists,” Wilbert
Paulissen, chief constable of the Netherlands
National Police, told a press conference.
Dutch prosecutor Fred Westerbeke said
they were the “four who will be held
accountable for bringing the deadly
weapon, the BUK Telar, into eastern
Ukraine.”

The same investigation team said in May
2018 that the BUK anti-aircraft missile which
hit the Boeing 777 had originated from the

53rd Russian military brigade based in the
southwestern city of Kursk. The airliner trav-
elling between Amsterdam and Kuala
Lumpur was torn apart in mid-air after being
hit by a missile over territory in eastern
Ukraine held by pro-Russian separatists on
July 17, 2014, investigators say. Wreckage
was spread over a wide area in an incident
that plunged relations between Moscow and
the West, already tense over the conflict in
eastern Ukraine, deep into crisis.

‘I’m satisfied’ 
Prosecutors said Girkin was a former

colonel in Russia’s FSB intelligence agency
who was the self-declared minister of
defense in the separatist administration in
eastern Ukraine. Dubinskiy was a former
minister from the Russian military intelli-
gence agency GRU, Pulatov was an ex-sol-
dier in Russia’s Spetznaz special forces unit
and Kharchenko a Ukrainian separatist. A
number of telephone intercepts were played
that prosecutors said showed the four were
involved. Relatives of those killed aboard
MH17 welcomed the news. “It’s a start. I’m
satisfied,” Silene Fredriksz, whose son and
daughter-in-law were killed in the disaster,
told reporters. “I am happy that the trial is
finally going to start and that the names
have been announced.”

Asked if she personally blamed anyone
for the crash, Fredriksz said: “Mr (Russian
President Vladimir) Putin. Because he made
this possible. He created this situation. He is
the main responsible person.” Girkin, who is
also known as Igor Strelkov, denied the
rebels were involved. “I can only say that
rebels did not shoot down the Boeing,” he
told Russia’s Interfax news agency. Russia

complained yesterday of being excluded
from the probe despite “proactively” trying
to be involved. “You know our attitude
towards this investigation. Russia had no
opportunity to take part in it even though it
showed initiative from... the very first days of
this tragedy,” Putin’s spokesman Dmitry
Peskov told reporters.

The Joint Investigation Team (JIT) prob-
ing the attack includes Australia, Belgium,
Malaysia, the Netherlands and Ukraine. The
Netherlands and Australia said in May last

year that they formally “hold Russia respon-
sible” for the disaster, after the findings on
the origin of the missile were announced.  Of
the passengers who died, 196 were Dutch
and 38 Australian. Any trial is likely to be in
the Netherlands where the majority of the
victims came from. “After five years, it is
finally clear that justice will be done. This is
very important for surviving relatives,” Piet
Ploeg, president of a Dutch victims’ associa-
tion who lost three family members on
MH17 said. —AFP

NIEUWEGEIN: Members of the Joint Investigation Team hold a press conference
yesterday in Nieuwegein, on the ongoing investigation of the Malaysia Airlines
MH17 crash in 2014, next to the pictures of former FSB colonel Igor Girkin
(Strelkov) (top left), Sergei Dubinskiy (top right), former soldier of the Spetznaz
GRU Oleg Pulatov (bottom left) and Ukrainian Leonid Kharchenko.  —AFP

Russia, China
block US 
efforts N Korea 
UNITED NATIONS: Russia and China on
Tuesday blocked an American initiative that
aimed to halt fuel deliveries to North Korea,
which Washington accuses of exceeding its
annual ceiling for 2019, diplomatic sources
said. Moscow and Beijing said more time
was needed to study the US request, which
was backed by 25 UN members including
Japan, France and Germany, according to
the sources. 

A week ago, the United States, in a report,

accused North Korea of breaching the
United Nations-imposed ceiling on fuel
imports by carrying out dozens of ship-to-
ship transfers. The cap on fuel imports is
among a series of tough sanctions adopted
by the UN Security Council in response to
North Korea’s ballistic missile and nuclear
tests. The United States insists that “maximum
pressure” from the sanctions must remain on
North Korea until it agrees to dismantle its
weapons program.

Washington had asked that a United
Nations sanctions committee rule that the
annual cap of 500,000 barrels had been
exceeded and order all countries to halt fuel
deliveries. Countries on the sanctions com-
mittee, including Russia and China, had until
Tuesday to raise objections to the request to
cut off fuel shipments to North Korea. The

issue “should be decided... on the basis of sol-
id and credible facts and through abundant
discussion and study,” said Chinese foreign
ministry spokesman Lu Kang at a press brief-
ing in Beijing on Wednesday.

The relevant parties should “do more
things that are conducive to easing the situ-
ation... and push forward the political settle-
ment of the Korean Peninsula issue,” he
added. The US and Japan have documented
at least eight illegal ship-to-ship transfers of
fuel involving North Korea-flagged tankers,
according to the report obtained by AFP. An
additional 70 instances of fuel deliveries at
sea were detected by the United States
between January and April, although the
volume of fuel unloaded from the ships was
not known.

“The United States and its partners

remain gravely concerned about the degree
of UN Security Council resolution violations
that are occurring in relation to North Korea’s
import of refined petroleum products,” the
report said. According to diplomats, the
North Koreans are masters at concealing
ships via false flags or false documents to
hide their use for the benefit of Pyongyang. 

The United States last year accused
North Korea of exceeding the quota on fuel
imports through illegal ship transfers, but
Russia and China raised questions about the
data and no action was taken. This year,
Washington began raising its concerns about
the sanctions-busting with Beijing and
Moscow weeks ago, arguing that without
enforcement, the cap on fuel imports will be
“completely meaningless,” a council diplomat
said earlier. —AFP

Lower trust in 
vaccines among 
people in richer 
countries
WASHINGTON: People in Europe have the lowest lev-
els of trust in vaccines, according to a global survey of
public attitudes toward health and science published
yesterday. The study found that people living in high-
income countries have the lowest confidence in vac-
cines, a result that ties in to the rise of the anti-vaccina-
tion movement, in which people refuse to believe in the
benefits of vaccinations or claim that the treatment is
dangerous.

And France has the lowest levels of confidence,
according to the survey devised by British medical
charity Wellcome Trust and conducted by Gallup World
Poll between April and December 2018. A third (33 per-
cent) of French people do not agree that immunization
is safe, according to the poll of more than 140,000
people 15 and older across 144 countries. Globally, 79
percent of people agreed that vaccines are safe and 84
percent said they were effective.

On the other end of the spectrum from France,
Bangladesh and Rwanda had the highest levels of confi-
dence in vaccines, with almost 100 percent in both
countries agreeing they were safe, effective and impor-
tant for children to have. “I think we expected that gen-
eral trend, because where we have seen that skepticism
and concern about vaccines, that tends to be in more
developed countries,” Imran Khan, Wellcome’s head of
public engagement, who led the study, told AFP. 

“But I think the extent of the difference is surpris-
ing and some of those numbers were really startling.”
The lowest confidence levels in relation to vaccines
were in Western Europe where more than a fifth (22
percent) of people disagree that vaccines are safe,
and in Eastern Europe where 17 percent disagreed
that vaccines are effective.

An estimated 169 million children missed out on
the vital first dose of the measles vaccine between
2010 and 2017, according to a UN report issued in
April. In the US alone, the number of cases of the dis-
ease this year has exceeded a thousand, according to
the latest official figures. “I guess you could call it the
‘complacency effect,’” said Khan. “If you look at
those countries in our survey which have very high
rates of confidence in vaccines, places l ike
Bangladesh and Egypt, these are areas where you do
have more infectious disease. —AFP

MANILA: A row of boys lying on newsprint-covered
tables howl in pain and grit their teeth as part of “cir-
cumcision season” in the Philippines, when thousands
of youngsters suffer through the procedure en masse.
The removal of foreskins is a centuries-old rite of
passage to adulthood in the country, which has one of
the highest rates of male circumcision in the world. 

Yet even as circumcision comes under increasing
scrutiny around the world, with critics branding it
“child abuse”, it is rarely questioned in the Philippines
and boys face tremendous pressure to undergo the
procedure. Every year, thousands of pre-teens from
poor families go through the operation for free at
government or community-sponsored clinics. “I was
shouting the whole time because it hurt so bad,”
Vladimir Vincent Arbon said after his 20-minute
ordeal.

“My mum told me that I need to get circumcised
so I would grow taller and become a real man,” the
11-year-old added, expressing the pressure many
youths face. He was among 1,500 boys who under-
went the procedure in one city near Manila, but the
scenes are similar in clinics nationwide. “To get cir-
cumcised is probably the essence of being a man... for
boys, circumcision is necessary to be called a man,”
Joana Nobleza told AFP after her 11-year-old son
Carlos underwent the operation.

The boys, some with their parents, arrive before
dawn typically in the months of April and May for an
anxious wait in long lines-and then a sharp jolt of
pain.  Many get local anaesthetics but for some the
sensation is still intense. They are also provided with
antibiotics to protect against any infections. Around
90 percent of males are circumcised for non-religious
reasons in the Philippines, according to World Health
Organization data. 

‘Basically child abuse’ 
In towns across the country, government and

health workers convert classrooms, health centres or
sports complexes into makeshift operating rooms
where boys as young as nine take a number and wait
their turn. The pressure even manifests itself in the
Tagalog language word for “uncircumcised”, which is

a slur similar to coward. “The term ‘supot’ implies that
one is different and a coward.. . for lacking the
courage to experience the pain and anxiety,”
Professor Romeo Lee of De La Salle University said
in his research about the tradition.

The roots of circumcision in the Philippines can be
traced back to the arrival of Islam in 1450, according
to anthropologist Nestor Castro.  However even after
the nation became majority-Christian under 300
years of Spanish colonial rule, the practice persisted
as a cultural rite. Male circumcision tends to be more
common in nations with significant Muslim or Jewish
populations, and less so in Catholic majority places.
In the past decade the procedure has become
increasingly controversial as the anti-circumcision
movement has grown worldwide.

Critics consider it medically unnecessary and, as
the majority of procedures are conducted in infancy,
a violation of children’s rights as they are unable to
give informed consent. “I would assume 18 or 19 year
olds would have the wherewithal  to do some
research... and consent only after much thought,” said
John Geisheker, spokesman for US-based advocacy
group Doctors Opposing Circumcision. “But clearly a
10-year-old or an eight-year-old can’t do that and
so... it’s basically child abuse,” he added.

‘Rite of passage’
A decline in the number of children undergoing

circumcision has been reported in the US, where his-
torically the procedure has been common. There is
evidence safe male circumcision reduces the risk of
heterosexually acquired HIV in areas with epidemics,
according to WHO, which has included the procedure
in some of its programs to tackle the virus in southern
Africa.

But Castro, the anthropologist, believes removing
the foreskin has a very specific value in Philippine
culture. “A circumcised lad is no longer treated as a
young boy and is now given more adult roles within
family and society,” he added, noting it’s also impor-
tant socially. “A rite-of-passage is usually done col-
lectively. There is always a group of boys who grow
up together, enter school, and get circumcised at the

same time,” Castro said.
Prices for the surgery cost from $40 and can cost

as much as $240 when performed in a hospital, the
equivalent of a month’s pay for workers in the capital.
For boys in poor communities and their families, the
free circumcision events sponsored by the govern-
ment are the only option but most go willingly and
are proud to endure it. Holding his hand protectively
over his bandaged penis, Erwin Cyrus Elecanal
explains: “Going through the test of circumcision has
made me a full-fledged adolescent.” The 12-year old
added: “I will be more mature now and be helpful to
my family.” —AFP

Critics brand circumcision ‘child abuse’

Circumcision season: Philippine 
rite puts boys under pressure

MANILA: Boys wait for their turn to be circumcised during a mass circumcision at a village health centre
in Manila.  —AFP Photos

MANILA: A boy covers his eyes while being circumcised during a
mass circumcision at a village health centre in Manila. 

Promised $9 million
online, US teen kills 
‘best friend’
LOS ANGELES: An American teenager has been charged
with conspiring to murder her “best friend” after a man she
met online offered her $9 million to commit the crime.
According to investigators, Denali Brehmer, an 18-year-old

from Alaska, was recruited to kill her friend by a man a few
years her elder, 21-year-old Darin Schilmiller of Indiana.
The pair had previously hooked up online, with Schilmiller
assuming a fake identity and posing as a millionaire named
“Tyler.” Court documents say that during the course of
their online relationship, they discussed a plan to rape and
murder someone in Alaska.

Schilmiller allegedly promised Brehmer $9 million or
more to send him videos or photographs of the attack.
Brehmer then proceeded to recruit four other teens and
the group settled on Cynthia Hoffman-who considered
Brehmer to be her best friend-as their victim. On June 2,

authorities say, 19-year-old Hoffman was lured to a hik-
ing trail northeast of Anchorage where she was bound
with duct tape and shot once in the back of the head
before being pushed into a river. Her body was discov-
ered on June 4.

Local news reports said Hoffman’s father has described
his daughter as having a learning disability and the mindset
of a 12-year-old. Police say the victim was driven to
Thunderbird Falls by Brehmer and Kayden McIntosh, a 16-
year-old boy, under the guise of going on a riverside hike.
McIntosh allegedly shot Hoffman with Brehmer’s gun and
dumped her body in the water. Authorities say Brehmer

communicated with Schilmiller throughout the murder,
sending him “Snapchat photographs and videos of Hoffman
tied up and of the body afterward.”

Both Brehmer and McIntosh have been arrested and
charged in relation to the murder. Schilmiller has also been
arrested along with three others accused of assisting in the
planning or execution of the killing. A grand jury last Friday
indicted all six defendants for first-degree murder, conspir-
acy to commit murder in the first degree, two counts of
second-degree murder and other charges. Schilmiller and
Brehmer were also indicted Tuesday on federal child
pornography and child exploitation charges. —AFP


